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Traditional martial arts the world over are often equal parts mysticism, secrecy
and top-down pedagogy. Much of this is due to the traditional and historical
nature of the arts handed down from headmaster to headmaster, secrecy is a
competitive advantage, essential to preserving life on the battlefield, and cultural
differences. But today, when the martial arts for many are predominantly a social
and mental pastime, these methods remain, partly as ideology and partly as an
aspirational archetype for participants. These traditional arts remain one of the
few untouched by sports science and technology where significant educational
opportunities lie.
Introduction
Potentially great insights from science, in particular engineering and
biomechanics, can both enhance and finetune these traditional practices,
provided the traditional and scientific cultures meet. Like many transdisciplinary
activities this meeting of cultures can often encounter with barriers to entry.
Early successes that enhance traditional practices and martial arts self-image such
as punching force were met with great success, such as early work in measuring
force production in the striking arts [1] and continues to be popular. However,
works that appear to challenge the world view such as the more mystical
elements such as internal strength [2] can be meet with outright hostility.
Cultural differences
Traditional martial arts are borne out of Eastern culture and associated scientific
traditions. With a broad-brush stroke eastern science tended to be focused on
observation whereas the west more deductive [3]. Anecdotally the historical star
maps of the Chinese astronomers greatly informed the deductive works of
western astronomers working on the laws of planetary motion.
This paper, predominantly through Japanese traditional arts, explores the success
and struggles of achieving performance enhancement through video analysis and
the teaching of biomechanical concepts.
Further as we look to cultural differences, Hofstede’s cultural dimensions [4]
reveal differences in hierarchal structures for learning and avoidance of conflict
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as large variances between East and West. These all arguably limit the ability to
bring new ideas and in particular, deductive reasoning into traditional martial
arts, where the preservation of ancient culture is bound in the practice as well
[5].
Enhancing traditional learning
The learning of skills over time has given birth to the discipline of skill acquisition
[6] where elements of blocked vs. random learning, pressure testing, meditation
found in traditional martial arts can be augmented with insights from elite sports.
The study of biomechanics can also bring to traditional arts techniques of body
alignment, ranges of motion, technique [7], muscular power coupling through the
kinetic chain and an understanding of centre of mass and toppling for the
throwing arts [8] and perceptions of balance in arts like tai chi [9]. The use of
engineering technologies such as video analysis [10], force plates and wearable
technology also can offer insights into traditional practice
Conclusions
Probably traditional martial arts is one of the few sporting domains yet to see the
influence of sports science and technology enter in a significant way. An
understanding of the cultural differences, an attitude of working to enhance
traditional practice and looking for the match of where it can enhance the
traditional teaching paradigm are likely ingredients for success, further study and
to challenge the notion that it takes 20 years to master a technique perhaps?
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